M‐BOSS
• PRINTING TO THE M‐BOSS SYSTEMS
USING TAGPRINT 3.0

These features are available in build 3.0.1.391 or later.

M‐BOSS DESIGNER

M‐BOSS DESIGNER

The M‐Boss Designer will come up for viewing and editing.

M‐BOSS DESIGNER

The Marker selections are limited to the following text formats:
MBC10X100 1 line with 20 characters per line.
MBC10X100 1 Line with 20 characters per line.
MBC10X80 1 Line with 15 characters per line.
MBC10X60 1 Line with 10 characters per line.
MBML10X45 1 line with 8 characters per line.
MBML10X90 1 line with 23 characters per line.
MBML20X45 3 lines with up to 8 characters per line.
MBML20X90 3 lines with up to 23 characters per line.
There is no auto sizing of Text in M‐Boss mode. Displayed in Tagprint
using ARIEL font is 4mm tall.

M‐BOSS DESIGNER

Data can be entered on each line as a CONSTANT
field, a TABLE field or an INCREMENTAL or DATE field.
Once selected, the user cannot change the font size.
The font size is locked. Rick Click on each cell with
your mouse to change the attribute.

M‐BOSS DESIGNER

Constant
Table
Increment

Images, barcodes and drawing tools are not valid options for an
M‐Boss marker. Only a constant width text is allowed in the
design process. M‐Boss will print a 4mm tall character. Text
entry is “Forced” upper case. If invalid characters are entered,
the box border will turn red. An error box will prompt when the
user attempts to print to M‐Boss asking that they remove invalid
characters before proceeding.

Each field can be different, but always limited to 8 characters for this particular marker.
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Constant
Table
Increment

Each line of the marker has a default Horizontal and Vertical setting. These default settings will allow
the standard 1 line and 3 line markers to print and align correctly using Tagprint Pro 3.0 As each line
is highlighted in Tagprint Pro, the Horizontal and Vertical distance will display in the Properties Tab.
This allows the user to make custom adjustments; i.e. centering two lines on a marker or moving lines
up or down or left or right on the marker. The Horizontal will move a line of text left or right across
the marker, while the Vertical moves a line of text up or down on the marker. Each increment is 0.1
mm per unit or 10 = 1.0 mm. Example, changing the vertical from 72 to 82 will move the line of text
to the right 1.0mm. Decreasing the number will move the text to the left. There is no need to
change these settings when printing unless the user has special requirements for line placement on
the marker.

M‐BOSS DESIGNER

•

In this three line example, as the user clicks
on each line to edit, the appropriate
properties screen will appear to the right.
Note how the Vertical and Horizontal
default settings are slightly different for
each line of the marker.

M‐BOSS DESIGNER TAGPRINT PRO 3.0 PROPERTIES
SETTINGS FOR HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL POSITION
OF EMBOSSED TEXT ON THE TAG – DEFAULT VALUES

Part Number

Horizontal
Vertical
Vertical Setting Vertical Setting
Setting (all lines) Setting Line 1 Line 2
Line3

Constant
MBLM10X90

73

70

N/A

N/A

MBLM10X45
Increment 145

70

N/A

N/A

MBLM20X45

146

128

149

170

MBLM20X90

72

128

149

170

Table

There are the default values for each M‐Boss Lite Marker
Each increment is 0.1 mm per unit or 10 = 1.0 mm.
A lower numbered Horizontal setting will push the line of text
to the left while a higher numbered Horizontal setting will push
the line of text to the right.
A lower numbered Vertical setting will push the line of text
higher on the marker, while a higher numbered Vertical setting
will push the line of text lower on the marker.
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Constant
Table
Increment

Tagprint will only allow the maximum number of
characters to be added to a “Constant” field. It will also only
allow VALID M‐Boss characters. If a data table is used and any
data field contains more characters than allowed on the marker,
the template field will turn RED so that the user can identify
invalid fields.

M‐BOSS DESIGNER

The constant text and table text or incremental number now
show up in the template when the field codes icon is toggled.

M‐BOSS DESIGNER

CLICK ON FILE AND SAVE OR FILE AND SAVE AS TO SAVE THE M‐BOSS
TEMPLATE OR TABLE. NOTE: The M‐Boss is TEXT only which means the
program does not have anything it can draw to in which to create a
preview like other templates. Therefore, the designer is the preview.

M‐BOSS DESIGNER

Select FILE and PRINT and select M‐BOSS DRIVER.

